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11 TRAFFIC STOPS 18 BAKER ACTS  

WATCH COMMANDER:    Cmdr Welker DATE:   6/2/2020 

TYPE CASE# LOCATION SUMMARY 

Larceny 20-52257 Garden St N 
Home Depot 

A male was observed stealing a gray 2019 Santa Cruz Bronc C 
bicycle (valued at $5,300) from a bicycle hitch rack of a vehicle in 
the parking lot of Home Depot.  The witness observed the suspect 
place the bicycle into a Ford Explorer.  The witness followed the 
vehicle to Palm Coast Parkway and observed the vehicle travel 
southbound on I-95.  A tag was obtained which came back to a 
residence in Ormond Beach.  Ormond Beach Police Department 
was contacted and conducted a traffic stop on the vehicle (two 
hours after the bicycle was stolen), but the bicycle was not inside of 
the vehicle.  A person inside of the vehicle matched the description 
of the suspect and a photo lineup will be obtained.  The bicycle was 
entered into FCIC/NCIC as being stolen.  Report by Dep. Doggett 

Trespassing 20-52249 Ullian Trl The homeowners of a new built home were moving in their 
belongings yesterday and left for the day. When they returned 
today, they discovered that a bed in the residence appeared as if 
someone slept in it and also the toilet appeared to have been used. 
The rear door was left unsecure and the residence did not have any 
signs of forced entry. Nothing was missing from inside the home 
and everything else appeared untouched.  Report by Deputy Jurec 

Trespassing 20-52329 Round Thorn 
Drive 

S1 arrived at the above location after being previously trespassed 
by the property controller (2020-51194) and was still on scene 
when law enforcement arrived. S1 resisted arrest but was secured 
without further issue. S1 was placed under arrest for trespass after 
warning and resisting arrest without violence. He was transported 
to Advent Health for medical clearance and later transported to the 
Flagler County Inmate Facility without incident.    Report by Deputy 
Kotowski   
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